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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we consider the oscillatory and asymptotic behaviors of 
solutions of delay differential inequalities of the forms 
(-l)‘x(“)(t)sgnx(t)~p(r) fj Ix(gi(t))l”~ (NJ 
,=I 
and 
(- 1)’ x(Yt) w x(t) 2 i pi(t) IxMt))L (L) 
i= I 
where n > 2, z is a natural number, ai (i = I,..., m) are nonnegative numbers 
with CI~ + ... +a,= 1, the functions p, pi, gi: R, + R, = [0, co) 
(i= 1 ,..., ml are continuous, g,(t)< t (i= l,..., m) on R, and 
lim,,, gi(t) = co. We consider only solutions of (N,) and (L,) which are 
defined for all large t. Such a solution is called oscillatory, if it has an 
infinite sequence of zeros tending to infinity. Otherwise it is called non- 
oscillatory. 
The purpose of this paper is to study oscillations of solutions of (N,) and 
(L,) caused by several delay arguments gi. The similar considerations for 
first-order differential equations and inequalities can be found in the papers 
[4, 6, 7, 9, 11, 12, 17, IS]. The analogous problem for linear differential 
equations and inequalities of higher order has been considered in the 
papers [S, 8, lo], but in the particular case where p,(t) = constant and 
gi(t) = t - zi, zi a nonnegative constant. 
To obtain our results we need the following lemmas. 
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LEMMA 1 [2]. Let x be n-times differentiable function on an interval 
[t,, co) and of constant sign on [to, co). If x(“)( t) is not identically zero for 
all large t and (- 1)’ x(t) x’“‘(t) > 0, z a natural number, for all t > t,, then 
there exists an integer 1~ (0, l,..., n} with n+z+l even and a number 
t, E [to, co) such that 
x(t)xCk’(t)>O (k=O, l)..., I- l), 
(-l)k+l x(t)X’k’(t)>O (k = I,..., n - 1) 
(1) 
for t>t,. 
LEMMA 2 [3]. Let x be a nonoscillatory solution of (NZ) or (L;) satisfy- 
ing the inequalities (1) with 1 E { l,..., n - 1 } and n + z + 1 even. In addition, let 
I 
cc 
t”--’ Ix’“‘(t)] dt = 00. (2) 
Then the following inequality holds for sufficiently large t 2 t, 
Ix(t)1 2 
t’ = 
l!(n -I)! s 
sn-‘- ’ Ix(~)(s)I ds. 
r 
LEMMA 3 [lS]. The delay differential inequality of first-order 
Y’(f) + 4(t) Y(f) + P(t) fi IYk,(t))la’dO, 
i= I 
where q: R + + R is continuous and p, gi, CX~ are the same as in (NJ, has no 
eventually positive solutions, tj” 
f a, lim inf Ii,,) p(s) exp ( f cl; iiCSj q(v) dv) ds>i. 
,=* ‘-m , i-1 / 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
Let g,, di, g*: R, -+ R, be continuous functions such that g,(t) = 
min(g,(t) ,..., g,(t)), g,(t)dd,(t)< t (i= l,..., m) and g*(t)=max(d,(t) ,..., 
d,(t)) for te R,. 
THEOREM 1. Consider the differential inequality (N;) subject to the con- 
dition 
m 
1 aj lim inf s 
, 
p(s) fi gj”p l)@(s) ds > p, (n-l)! 
/=I ,-cc n,(*) r=l e 
(4) 
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Then 
(i) for n even, every solution of (N,) is oscillatory, 
(ii) for n odd, every solution of (N,) is either oscillatory or tending 
monotonically to zero as t -+ co together with its first n - 1 derivatives, 
(iii) for n even, every solution of (N2) . IS either oscillatory or tending 
monotonically to zero or to infinity as t + co together with its first n - 1 
derivatives, 
(iv) for n odd, every solution of (N2) is either oscillatory or tending 
monotonically to infinity as t + co together with its first n - 1 derivatives. 
Proof. Suppose, that the inequality (N;) has a nonoscillatory solution 
x(t)#Ofort~t,.Thenforsufficientlylarget~t,3t,wehavex(g,(t))#O 
(i= l,..., m). Therefore from (N,) and Lemma 1 it follows, that there exists 
an integer 1E (0, l,..., n} with n + z + 1 even, such that x(t) satisfies the 
inequalities ( 1) for t 3 t, > t I . 
Case (i). In this case we have z = 1, n even and odd 1 E { 1, 3 ,..., n - 1 }, 
Then from (1 ), (N,), and (4) it follows that the condition (2) of Lemma 2 
is satisfied. Therefore from (3) and (N,) we obtain for t > t,, 
Ixct)l a l!(n -I)! s, sn- ‘-I Ix(“)(s)\ ds>& jr= lx(“)(s)I ds (5) 
which gives 
Ix(g,(t))l a ‘p’“:‘;l’ jz,) P(S) fi Ixki(s))l”’ ds (j= L m). n . i=l 
Raising both sides of the above inequality to CC~ and next multipling these 
inequalities we obtain 
1 “. 
Define 
y(t) = jx P(S) fi Ixkh))la’ds, 1 i= 1 
which is positive for t > tZ. Then from the last inequality we derive 
P(t) 
-y’(t)’ (n- l)! j=, fi [gj(t)]‘“p”a’ fi [.Y(gj(t))l”‘. ,=I 
(6) 
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From assumption (4) and Lemma 3 it follows, that (6) has no eventually 
positive solutions. This contradicts the fact that y(t) is positive and the 
proof of (i) is complete. 
Case (ii). Then x(t) satisfies the inequalities (1) for 1 E { 0, 2,..., n - 1 }. 
By similar arguments as in the proof of (i), we prove that the case 
I E { 2, 4 ,..., n - 1) is impossible. Thus (1) hold for I = 0, i.e., 
( - 1)” x(t) x(k)(t) > 0 (k = 0, l,..., n) for t > t,. (7) 
We shall prove that lim,, o. x(t) = 0. Suppose to the contrary that 
lim, + m /x(t)1 = C>O. Then Ix(gi(t))l 2 C (i= l,..., m) for t> t,. From (7) 
it follows that (see [4]), 
i 
(XI 
t”-’ Ix’“‘(t)/ dt < co, 
12 
which implies, by (N,), 
But this give a contradiction, since from (4) it follows that 
co=j[: p(t) fi [g;(t)]‘“-““idt<I” I”-‘p(t)dt. 
i= I 12 
Case (iii). Then x(t) satisfies (1) for 1 E (0, 2,..., n ). In the case I= 0 we 
have lim, _ m x’“‘(t) = 0 (k = 0, l,..., n - l), by analogous arguments as in 
the proof of (ii). Similarly as in the proof of (i), we prove that the case 
1 E { 2, 4,..., n - 2) is impossible. Let now (1) hold for I= n, i.e., 
x(t)X’k’(t)>O (k=O, l,..., n) for ta tz. (9) 
We shall prove, that lim,,, I~‘~‘(t)l = cc (k=O, l,..., n - 1). From (9) it 
follows, that there exist a point t, > t, and a positive constant y such that 
Ixki(t))l 2 I$?;- ‘(1) (i= l,..., m) for tBt,. (10) 
Integrating now (N2) from t, to t, by (lo), we obtain 
Ix (n- “([)I 2 Ix(“-l) (lYi)l + j,: AsI fi Ix(gi(s))l” 
i=l 
2+(s) fi [gi(s)](n-‘)azds. 
i= 1 
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From the above inequality and (8) we derive lim,, co Ix@‘(t)1 = cc 
(k=O, l)...) n- 1). 
In exactly the same way we can prove the case (iv). 
COROLLARY. Consider the differential inequality (N,) with constants 
delays, i.e., 
(-1)Zx(“)(t)sgnx(t)8p(t) fi Ix(t--Zi)lOLI, 
r=l 
where zi (i= l,..., m) are positive constants. If 
(N:) 
m 
s 
, 
C o[~ lim inf s “-‘p(s) &>(n, 
j=l f-cc ‘-T, e (11) 
then the conclusion of Theorem 1 holds. 
ProoJ We observe that the condition 
satisfied, since 
[g,(s)]‘“-- ‘)‘,ds 
(4) of Theorem 1 for ( NZ) is 
=s’ p(s) fi [s--i](n-“‘rds 
, ~ 1, i=l 
+j, [‘-~]‘~~“a’.~~~.;sn~lp(s)ds 
and 
li;Ef I:(,) p(s) fi [gi(s)](npl)afds 
i= 1 
2liminf fi 1-L r=l [ tl’r,]L~-l”‘.~ill~f~~-~,~~~lp(s)ds 
t-no 
s 
’ = lim inf s”- ‘p(s) ds. 
f-cc t-r, 
Remark 1. Related result as in Corollary can be found in [ 131 for 
z=m=l. 
THEOREM 2. Each one of the following conditions 
’ lim inf 
r-rm s g*(t) 
g”,-‘(s) f p,(s) ds >F 
i=l 
(12) 
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or 
lim inf * 
m 
5 7 
(n-l)! 
SYp’(s) Pits) &>- 
r+m 
s’(,) ,= 1 e (13) 
implies that 
(i) for n even, every solution of (L,) is oscillatory, 
(ii) for n odd, every solution x of (L,) is either oscillatory or 
lim xCk)( t) = 0 (k = 0, I,..., n - 1) monotonically, 
f-on 
(iii) J. r n even, every solution x of (L2) is either oscillatory or 
lim x@‘(t) =0 or lim jx’“‘(t)l = 00 
,+n3 ,--rCC 
(k = 0, l,..., n - 1) monotonically, 
(iv) ,for n odd, every solution x of (L2) is either oscillatory or 
lim Ixck’(t)l = cc (k = 0, l,..., n - 1) monotonically. 
t-x: 
Proof: Assume that (L,) possesses a nonoscillatory solution x(t) # 0 for 
t > t,. Then, by Lemma 1, there exists an integer 1~ (0, l,..., n} with 
n + z + 1 even, such that x(t) satisfies the inequalities (1) for sufficiently 
large t > t, B t,. 
Case (i). Then 1~ { 1, 3 ,..., n - 1 }. From (1) it follows that (x(t)1 is 
increasing for t > t ). Let (12) be satisfied. Therefore from (L,) we obtain 
-x’“‘(t) w x(t) 3 f PAt) Ix(gdt))l 2 Ix(g,(t))l 2 Pi(t). 
i=l i= 1 
From Theorem 1, by (12) it follows that x must be oscillatory. 
Suppose now that (13) holds. Proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 1, 
we obtain from (5) and (L,), 
n-1 
Ix(t)J 2 (ntw l)! I 
corn 
s 2 
PiCs) Ix(gi(s))l ds, i= 1 
which gives 
g’-‘(t) cm m 
Ix(gj(t))l 3 (A _ I )! g,(,) i= 1 PJs) Ix(gi(‘))l ds. s 1 
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y(t) =jm f pi Ix(gi(s))l ds. I i=l 
Then from the last inequality we get for t > t,, 
1 
Since y(t) is positive and decreasing for t > t, , so from the above inequality 
we derive 
(14) 
From the assumption (13) and Lemma 3 it follows, that (14) has no even- 
tually positive solutions. This contradicts the fact that y(t) is positive and 
the proof of (i) is complete. 
The Cases (ii)- can be treated in a similar fashion as in the 
corresponding parts of the proof of Theorem 1. 
Remark 2. It is noteworthy that when m = 1, that is, in the case of a 
differential equation with one delay argument, each of the conditions (12) 
and (13) of Theorem 2 reduces to 
’ lim inf 
I--r Tc I R(f) 
g- l(s) p(s) ds>v 
which is suffkient in order for all solutions of the differential equation 
(- 1); x’“‘(t) = p(t) x(g(t)) 
satisfy the conclusions of Theorem 2. But in the case m > 1, the following 
examples illustrate that the conditions (12) and (13) for oscillations are 
independent. For the differential equation 
the condition (12) of Theorem 2 is satisfied, since 
* lim inf I g,(s)[pl(s) + ~h)l ds ,-CC g*(t) 
=li~~f/,‘IL,41 (s-f)%ds=i>i 
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and all solutions of this equation are oscillatory. However, the condition 
(13) of Theorem 2 is not satisfied. ’ 
Consider now the differential equation 
Then the condition (13) of Theorem 2 is satisfied, since 
’ lim inf [g,(s) Pi + g20 PAs)I ds 1-00 s g*(o 
=lim inf ’ 
ee2s e-‘s ds 
t-03 I[ ,)fe 4s2+s2 I 
-L&,1,1, 
e e 
and all solutions of this equation are oscillatory. In this case the condition 
(12) is not satisfied. 
Remark 3. Some results of similar nature to that of Theorem 2 have 
been given by Erbe [ 11, Koplatadze and Chanturia [3], Philos and Sticas 
[14], Sficas [15], and Sficas and Staikos [ 161. From these papers it 
follows that every solution of the differential equation 
x”(t) + P(f) e?(t)) = 0, (El 
where p: R, +R,, g: R, + R are continuous functions, g(t) < t is non- 
decreasing and lim, _ co g(t) = co, is oscillatory if one of the following con- 
ditions holds 
lim inf t s 
* g(s) 
*-cc , 
Tp(s)ds>; 
or 
limI_nfg(t)jxp(s)ds>i 
, 
or 
lim inf tg(t) p(t) >i. 
r-m 
CC,) 
(G) 
(C,) 
409/124/l-14 
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However, in some cases, condition (C) is more suitable than (C, )-(C,). 
For example, let in (E) p(t) =e3/6t2 and g(t)=ee3t. Then the conditions 
(C,)-(C,) are not satisfied. On the other hand, the condition (C) is 
satisfied, since 
lim inf 
1-00 s 
’ 
n(t) 
g(s)p(s)ds=;>; 
and all solutions of (E) are oscillatory. 
THEOREM 3. Zj 
then every bounded solution of (N,) is oscillatory. 
ProoJ: Assume that (N,) possesses a bounded nonoscillatory solution 
x(t)#O for tat,. Then for sufficiently large t > t, > to we have 
( - 1)” x(t) x’“‘(t) > 0. From Lemma 1 it follows that 
(-l)kX(t)X(k)(t)>O (k = 0, l,..., n) for tZ t,. (16) 
From the equality 
x(“)(v) dv 
and (16), we obtain for $2 t> t, 
From this we derive for t 3 t, and j = l,..., m, 
Ix(g,(t))l aflf’ [dj(t);F(t)‘k Ix’k’(dj(t))l 
k=O 
= ‘2’ [] -%I* T Ix’k’(dj(t))l 
k=O 
n-’ 1;; T jx’k’(dj(t))l. 
Consider now the following equality 
(17) 
(18) 
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Then, by (16), we obtain for t > t,, 
(19) 
which gives, by (N,), 
From the above inequality and (18) we derive 
Thus, we have 
,fj, Ix(gj(t))l”~ &y c [1-~]“-‘)~’ 
‘J 1 
X 
[j 
n3 
S” ‘p(s) fi 1x( g,(s))1 ‘I ds “. 
d,(t) i= I 1 
Denote 
AtI= jtm s “-‘P(S) fi Ix(g,(s))l”‘d~>O for tat,. 
i= I 
Then from the last inequality we get 
n I m 
-y’(t) ’ (::I )! ‘@jJv, 
s,(t) [ -1 
(n-lb, 
’ - d,(t) CAdj(t))l’~. (20) 
From assumption (15) and Lemma 3 it follows, that (20) has no eventually 
positive solutions. But this contradicts the fact that y(t) is positive. Thus 
the proof is complete. 
THEOREM 4. Each one of the following conditions 
x exp ic, Co-gi(u)l”-’ p;(u) do) ds>F (21) 
ifi 
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for some jE {l,..., m} or 
liminf ’ s 
m Y-l 
z-m g’(t) x[ i=l 
1 +J’ p,(s) &>!n-l)!, 
e (22) 
implies that every bounded solution of (L,) oscillates. 
Proof. Assume that under the condition (21) the inequality (L,) 
possesses a bounded nonoscillatory solution x(t) # 0 for t > to. Then for 
sufficiently large t > t, 2 to x(t) satisfies the inequalities (16t( 19). 
Therefore from (18) for some je {l,..., m} we get for t > t,, 
I.+&(t))1 >, 1 -a n-’ c 1 d,(t) ‘k’(dj(t))l. 
From (19) and (L,) we obtain 
3 
I dT,, & ,g P,(s) IX(gi(s))I ds. I . r-l 
Let 
Y(l) = s,'I sn- ' i!, PAS) IX(gi(s))l ds > O for t 2 t,, 
Then from the above inequalities we derive 
1 
Pjtt) Ix(gj(t))l a cn _ 1 )! [ I 1 gjw n-’ d,(t) P,(t) Y(dj(t)). (23) 
Let now i E {l,..., m} - {j}. Then from (17) we get 
> 1 -+! n-’ ,;I$ Ix’“‘(t)l. 
[ 1 
From (19) and (L,) we obtain 
1;; ; lx’k’W 2j,‘r‘ & lx(“)(s)l ds 
Y(t) 
C Pi(s) IX(Si(S))l h=-. (n- I)! 
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Then from two last inequalities we derive 
1 Ix(gi(t))l 2 (n _ 1 )! [ 1 1-si(t) n-’ 7 Y(t)? 
which gives 
f Pitt) Ix(gi(t))l 
> Y(f) m 
xL - 
1 -gitt) 1 np’ i= I (n-l)!;=, t Pitt). 
i#j i#i 
This and (23) yields 
5 PAZ) Ix(gAt))l 
2 Y(f) m 
;= I 4I - 
’ 
(n-l)! ;=, 
l -g;(t) n 
t I 
Pi(f) 
i#j 
n-l p-(t) I Y($jCt)) 
(n - I)! [ -1 1 -gjtt) d,(t) ’ ’ 
which implies, by definition of y(t), 
Y(f) 
-“(‘) ’ (n - 1 )! , =, lf Ct -si(f)lnp ’ P;(l) 
i#j 
+Y(djCf)) tn- I l -gJ(t) 
(n - 1 )! [ -1 np’ p-(t). d,(t) ’ 
From Lemma 3 and the assumption (21) it follows, that (24) has no even- 
tually positive solutions. But this contradicts the fact that y(t) is positive. 
The case (22) can be treated in a similar fashion. Thus the proof is com- 
plete. 
On the basis of the results of Theorems 14 we have the following 
oscillation theorems. 
THEOREM 5. Consider the differential inequality (N,) subject to the con- 
ditions (4) and (15). Then for n odd, all solutions of (N,) are oscillatory, 
while for n even, every solution x of (N,) is either oscillatory or 
lim Ix’“‘(t)l = cc 
l + <cc 
(k = 0, l,..., n - 1) monotonically. 
THEOREM 6. Let the assumptions of Theorems 2 and 4 be satisfied. Then 
for n odd, all solutions of (L,) are oscillatory, while for n even, every solution 
x of (L,) is either oscillatory or 
lim Ill = cc (k = 0, l,..., n - 1) monotonically. 
1-2 
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